HILLVIEW SENIOR MEN’S GOLF LEAGUE
GOLF PRIZES
PRIZE GROUPS
Each
ROUND
the
players
are
partitioned into eight prize groups as
follows:
Flight A, Front and Back 9
Flight B, Front and Back 9
Flight C, Front and Back 9
Flight D, Front and Back 9

DISQUALIFICATION REASONS

PRIZES
For each of the eight prize groups,
prizes are awarded to the players
having the HIGHEST POINTS OVER
OLD QUOTA. When there is a single
first-place winner, all players in second
place will also be awarded a prize. No
second-place prize will be awarded
when there is a tie for first place.
Award amounts:
Lone 1st-place winner
Accompanying 2nd placers

$40
$10

Ties for 1st place

$20

PRIZE ELIGIBILITY
Only ACTUAL SCORES (not MINIMUM
POINT SCORES) are counted for prizes.
A new member must have a quota
(played at least three rounds) to be
eligible for a prize.
A member’s winnings are capped after
he wins his dues amount or more.
A ROUND is official only if 50 or more
members complete 9 holes. Members
who play fewer than 9 holes will be
treated as though they were ABSENT
for the ROUND and their scores will not
be recorded.
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Players who are DISQUALIFIED (DQd)
may not win a prize. They will be
treated as though they were absent,
and their AVERAGE POINT SCORE will
not change. The reason for the
disqualification will be published in the
weekly results.

DQ1 - PLAYED WRONG NINE

Groups must alternate nines in
accordance with the group’s tee
time schedule even if one or more
members are disqualified or absent
the previous week.
DQ2 - PLAYED FROM WRONG TEE

Members who choose to play from
the GOLD tees must do so for the
entire season. Similarly, members
who choose to play from the WHITE
tees must do so for the entire
season.
DQ3 - USED WRONG SIDE OF
SCORECARD
DQ4 - FULL LAST NAMES MISSING
FROM SCORECARD

DQ5 - DATE AND/OR SIGNATURES
MISSING FROM SCORECARD
The Scorer and the Attester must
sign the scorecard, be members and
be players in the group.
DQ6 - OTHER
League Management may DQ
players for infractions not listed
here.

God Bless America

